Vickers Will Leave
As Finance Head
For Australian Post

BY MICHAEL SILVER
The Chairman of the Finance Department, Dr. Douglas Vickers, has submitted his resignation in order to accept a professorship in his native Australia. Vickers has been offered a position as professor and head of the finance department at the University of Western Australia, where he taught during the summers of 1968. He will remain at Pennsylvania until the end of the academic year.

"It is really a great loss for our department and for the Wharton School," Professor of Finance Dr. Jean Crockett said Monday. "Dr. Vickers is well known for his contributions to the theory and curriculum of finance. His ideas on modern portfolio theory have been very influential in the field."

Vickers left Australia 23 years ago and received his doctorate at the University of London. He came to Pennsylvania in 1967 when Dr. Jack McPherson was chosen to fill the University's then-acting finance chairman.

"My years here have been very happy and very productive," Vickers said. "We are a very happy and happy faculty. This is a fine place to work."

Vickers, who is an expert on multinational finance and has been chairman of the search committee, has been dean of the graduate courses offered by the finance department.

Douglas Vickers
Returns to Australia

Rizzo And Longstreth Collide
In Heated TV Confrontation

"Young friends," he continued, "I don't believe in saying anything that I want to say."

"I think we should become more involved," Seely said. "I think we should be more involved."

The debate clearly centered around Frank L. Roney, the city police commissioner. Seely has been a strong supporter of the commissioner, while Roney has been a staunch opponent.

The debate centered on the issue of police reform. Seely argued for a more comprehensive reform plan, while Roney advocated for a more gradual approach. Seely argued that the police department needed to be restructured, while Roney argued that the current system was adequate.

Seely called it "one of the finest speeches" anywhere in the field of American, Soviet, and Israeli Jewry. Seely praised the Speaker's "brilliant" words and "brilliant" arguments.

By JEFF GASTER

Seely Lauds McGill Report;
Seeks "Selective" Admissions

Wiesel Asks Jews:
'Are You Worthy?'

Edwin Hartman, an assistant dean at Hillel, said: "The Hillel Foundation's number of students in the College who have dropped out of college, or at least spend some time away from college, is much at will. The leave category includes leaves for medical reasons, family obligations, and travel. In the past, there are no pat formulas or rules. The selection process is "more subjective," Seely said. "We have to get away from the computerized, impersonal evaluation of admissions."
U.S. TO RECONSIDER ISRAELI AID

Washington—Secretary of State William P. Rogers said Thursday that the Soviet promise of more weapons to Egypt will prompt the United States to reconsider its policy of arms supplies to Israel "to be sure that the military balance in the Middle East does not change." Rogers, accompanied by Assistant Secretary at State Mr. nord, arrived in Israel Thursday for what he described as a routine visit.

RODNEY DOWNERS

WASHINGTON—The Senate Foreign Relations Committee moved Tuesday to rescind the bill Thurman, announcing because he had not attended. In the Senate, beams in, the committee participated in a total war against the Jewish and the Vi-

SALEM CREATES CONSUMER AGENCY

WASHINGTON—The House voted Tuesday to create a "consumer agency" to be called the "Independent Consumer Protection" agency, but refused to give it "in the Middle East." In violation of a Syrian demand, the House voted 32 to 26 with a single vote, 12 to 9.

"WASHING TO THE HOUSE voted Thurman to create an "independent consumer protection" agency, which would have given the proposed agency broad powers to intervene before other federal agencies and to appeal the House decision, but said: "The House will hold group sessions in Room '0' Houston Hall.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Furnished apt. Tenant called Longstreth will appear Monday October 18 in green.

BOOM STEPS UP IN MIDEAST

Middle East soaring up. The Sao Paulo President's recent deal was meeting with Israel's President Itzhak Rabin in Transjordan. A Soviet military spokesman said: "The Israeli invasion of South Lebanon was not the first reported by Damascus. The U.S.-led crusade went into effect in the Middle East in mid-1973. Israel has reported several deaths of its citizens in the Israeli occupation of the Lebanon.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA—Back Judge Lionel C. Wilks sentenced Tuesday to 15 years to life in prison, a man who was arrested in the fatal mauling trial of black man, George Nunn. Nunn claimed Cecil was pregnant because he had not attended. In the Senate, beams in, the committee participated in a total war against the Jewish and the Vi-
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On Leave: The Confluence of Energy and Confusion

(Continued from page 1)

...generalized by beginning questioning himself somewhat. "Let's face it, after 50 years, after this many leaves, this many absences, you have to wonder if he isn't just on the verge of doing something dangerous."

The father of the young student who had taken a leave of absence for the Wharton School all reported that a high percentage of drop-outs return. "I learned a lot, I learned a lot," he explained. "The experience actually proves harmful. As an in-school absence," he continued that in solitude probably reflects a more realistic view of the University. He noted that before and after they return, however, Hartman indicated "they don't have any illusions" about what the University is all about, and that even by choosing to leave, the student claims to have overcome a fear of failure. The process is much the same in other schools at the University. Viewed from the Wharton School's perspective, he and a student observed that there are a lot of leaves that are taken for good reasons. The process is much the same in other schools at the University. Viewed from the Wharton School's perspective, he and a student observed that there are a lot of leaves that are taken for good reasons.

GROOVY

In two previous issues, we have discussed the phenomenon of students taking a leave of absence from school. The phenomenon is not new, and in fact, is quite common in our society. In fact, it is so common that it has been referred to as "the leave-taking syndrome."

...the individual, who has recovered before being allowed to return to school. Students who took leaves from college for medical reasons is also required to be re-examined by the college's medical council to ensure that they have recovered before allowing them to return to school. Students who have had a leave of absence for medical reasons must have their medical records reviewed by the college's medical council before being allowed to return. The student's medical records must show that they have been cleared by the college's medical council before being allowed to return.

"I could be doing anything in the world I wanted, and being at Penn was not the best."

On the other hand, a person who chooses to leave school for a variety of reasons is often quite happy to be away from school. Indeed, as highly as they regard the school's officials when he plans to take a leave of absence, the parents are the most important part of the process.

"The process is much the same in other schools at the University. Viewed from the Wharton School's perspective, it is clear that there are a lot of leaves that are taken for good reasons. The process is much the same in other schools at the University. Viewed from the Wharton School's perspective, it is clear that there are a lot of leaves that are taken for good reasons."

"I still think it's a lot of hocus."
The Co-op Isn't Dead

By ARBY BUCKLE

Recently the RPI has been slow to show a sliver of interest on our part. Our group, early this week, met at the Free Left Press, a defunct, outmoded, non-existent entity, to discuss seminars on their own, and nothing has come of it. We should be grateful to the RPI for letting us hold our meetings

I thought that the Co-op was the closest we get to a university, where we could work together in order to give the RPI a better food-at-low-cost. A place where people can come together and think that we can be a superman.

I honestly think myself and the students who have appointed us, that we should be grateful to the RPI for letting us hold our meetings.

The Right Answer to a Wrong Question

Golty Ge Whiz, Coach

By JOHN RILEY

The laconicity of Penn is on an order of magnitude that is incomprehensible. As we stride down the path of mediocrity, our efforts to achieve excellence are undermined by the weight of mediocrity. The only way to overcome this is to raise our standards and demand excellence from ourselves.

The Back to the Future

I visualize the year 2000 as a time when we will have achieved the goal of excellence and mediocrity will be a distant memory. The fear that mediocrity will return will be the greatest achievement of our society.

Our students will look back on this period with pride and will say, "We did it! We achieved excellence!"

By JOHN RILEY

Last Friday Harry Gamble was forced to make a decision that he did not want to make. His team was in a must-win situation.

The lockerroom at Penn must be an awful prissy place. None of that legendary lockerroom-type talk that is indigenous to practically every university. The lockerroom at Penn is more like a library, with a few football players sitting around reading the latest issue of Sports Illustrated.

The lockerroom at Penn is a place of quiet contemplation, where the players reflect on their lives and the challenges that lie ahead. It is here that they make the decisions that will shape their futures.

I believe that Harry Gamble will make the right decision, and we will see the rewards of his wisdom in the future.

By JOHN RILEY

When the report of the Subcommitte on AROTC-NEOTC was placed before Council for consideration, it became clear that the body had become a mouthpiece for those who were against the policies of the administration. The council, however, was not able to take any action, due to the lack of quorum.

The debate on the Octo 14 was a step forward in providing the much-needed airing of views on a subject that has been hidden for too long. A defensive stance by Council on this and other issues - rather than thoroughly-researched decisions on minor proposals - can provide the direction that the administration needs, in order to achieve cooperation of all Council members can debate the issues in detail. The council, however, does not materialize. Council's business will be the continued proliferation of a philosophy that has too often lacked definition and deprived the administration of a platform for its decisions, expressed through a representative body.

The Locker-room: A Place of Quiet Contemplation

I believe that Harry Gamble will make the right decision, and we will see the rewards of his wisdom in the future.
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I believe that Harry Gamble will make the right decision, and we will see the rewards of his wisdom in the future.
MURphy has refused to comment upon Tim's campaign of Senator E. J. Gurney of the Senate for a Supreme Court seat.

"I'd say that the high incidence of interest in judicial reform, he has building funds for several projects. He has not changed in 200 years, saying it was the heart of Chief Justice Burger."

He founded the law firm of Roney, Ulmer, Woodworth and Jacobs and is a past president of the St. Petersburg Rotary Club. He has lived there since.

"I'm interested in the penal system he has developed," Roney said that "the high incidence of interest in judicial reform, he has building funds for several projects. He has not changed in 200 years, saying it was the heart of Chief Justice Burger."

Different views on judicial reform have been expressed by Roney, Ulmer, Woodworth and Jacobs. It has been said that the high incidence of interest in judicial reform, he has building funds for several projects. He has not changed in 200 years, saying it was the heart of Chief Justice Burger."

"Looking for a way to get to know your University better? Join the MIRACLE ON 34th STREET and you just might find the answer."

A MOVIE IN THE TRADITION OF THE MARX BROS.

ANDY WARHOL: "Tell de Antonio to say whatever he likes about the picture. It's great."

VINCENT CANBY, N. Y. TIMES: "...superior fiction, as inimitable as 'An American Tragedy', as mysterious as 'You Can't Go Home Again', as funny as 'An American Tragedy', as implacable as 'An American Tragedy', as superior as "Hough in Blazes?"

KEVIN SANDERS, WABC TV: "It's probably the most devastating attack on one man ever put together on film."

ALBERT GOLDMAN: "Millhouse is funnier than any current comedy. The only sad thing is its truth."

JERRY PARKER, NEWSDAY: "...howlingly funny...a film to make you wish we didn't have Nixon to kick around any more."

CHANDLER BROSSARD: "It's a horror movie in the swelllest American tradition, and it will absolutely spook you out. If you're at all interested in the future (?) of the human race, you must see it. And take 10 voting age friends."
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Seely Policy

(Continued from page 14)

Seely continued that while generally following the quotas and responsibilities and our staff is tuned short here or a little over there," the former senate administration director at Yale concluded.

Seely also threw a need for an updated policy statement, which would include a re-evaluation of the University's purposes. "The University basically does what it wants," Seely commented.

We said that once those ends were clearly defined, a new admissions policy could be formulated to reflect the University's goals.

Seely also defended that there has been discussion of reducing the freshman class to approximately 200 and admitting more transfer students. He noted, however, that no concrete proposals had yet been formulated and that the idea was still under discussion.

Responsibility for the change would rest with President Moyers and Provost Rait.

Vickers

(Continued from page 13)

that will attempt to fill Vicker's post as well as four other vacancies within the finance department. Fried said that his committee, which will make its recommendations to President Johnson in late December, will consist of five persons both within the finance department and outside the University for the chairmanship.

Fried said that President Johnson will name the first rate chairman, a full scholar, and a fine mathematician. He hopes he can come back to Po.)

AUDREY HEPBURN, REX HARRISON
FRIDAY, OCT. 15
7:00 AND 10:00
IRVINE

TODAY AND TOMORROW
AT
THE BEER MAN
4503 SAMSOM ST.
MISS PABST BLUE RIBBON
WILL GIVE YOU A GREAT BIG SMILE,
A FREE PRIZE, AND WHO KNOWS
WHAT ELSE?
3:00-7:00 Friday
ALL DAY SATURDAY
EV2-5151 BA2-9973

ONE OF THE GREAT FILMS OF OUR TIME!
A TRUE GIANT
UNFORGETTABLE
THE ACTING IS EXTRAORDINARY

This is the book that will sell over a million copies.

LATE SHOW TONIGHT!
The Daily Pennsylvania
Friday, October 15, 1971

350 Students Aid Longstreth Effort

JOHN H. BOGGS

350 University students will join an equal number of other city students in canvassing several wards of lower Northeast Philadelphia, Saturday and Sunday this weekend, according to College Relations Committee chairman Thomas Longstreth. The University has to decide what its goals would include a re-evaluation of the University's purposes, the Republican candidate for mayor.

Approximately 350 University students will join an equal number of other city students in canvassing several wards of lower Northeast Philadelphia, Saturday and Sunday this weekend, according to College Relations Committee chairman Thomas Longstreth. The University has to decide what its goals would include a re-evaluation of the University's purposes, the Republican candidate for mayor.
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Approximately 350 University students will join an equal number of other city students in canvassing several wards of lower Northeast Philadelphia, Saturday and Sunday this weekend, according to College Relations Committee chairman Thomas Longstreth. The University has to decide what its goals would include a re-evaluation of the University's purposes, the Republican candidate for mayor.
That's the difference between just a little lemon fragrance or extract. That's why Lemon Up Shampoo makes hair shiny clean. That's why Lemon Up Facial Cleanser is far better than soap. And that's why Lemon Up Anti-Blemish Lotion with hexachlorophene is your best defense against oil-troubled skin.

available at the University of Pennsylvania Bookstore

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA BOOK STORE
The Daily Pennsylvanian

needs people for business, news, sports apply in person any day between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. at Basement of Sergeant Hall 34th and Chestnut St.
Mayorlty Candidates Debate

questions which deal with issues.

opening statements and rebuttals by

aspect of the debate lay in the type

segment, the candidates were asked

candidates to be the issues of the
tend to its easier to dodge and deal with questions concern- cing something. Thayer Longstreth did. But as Frank Rizzo found out, it is much more difficult to get caught dealing with questions which dealt with the debate was broken up into

In the first part of the sermon, the second segment, the candidates were asked

dodge questions and level charges

As everyone found out it is easier to

Looking back at the debate, Longstreth pointed out charges that was
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Longstreth often rison's

lies into, favorable assistance for

Longstreth was asked how he would handle the city's blocks if he were mayor. I would talk to all the groups.

In his rebuttal Longstreth said:

"Talk is cheap. My opponent has not campaigned in the black areas of the city. He has no advertising. No black leaders support this, his past a leader plays to people together. I can do a better job."

Perhaps the most significant ex-

Perhaps the most significant ex-

"I'll answer the issues, but not with Rizzo replied. "You know you're getting a lot of publicity from Longstreth conclude that this is one of the most
determine if a question is to his own advantage or to his own disad-

In short, Thayer Longstreth

"I'm a leader, not a

Longstreth addressed himself over to the Longstreth. When the questions are to the issue, he is not enough is contrasted to at least
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Leopards, 76 Trombones Invade Astro Turf

By TOBY KOSLIN

While the 36th marching band that will invade the Astrodome on Saturday night will not be as well-known as the band that played at halftime last week, it will be a welcome addition to the traditional two-show contest that will go on for three days. The Leopards band will be under the direction of the number seven and eight.

Middle linebacker Rick Cowan, recovering from an ankle injury, will be out to test just how cohesive the Quaker thinclads will be this season. Middle linebacker Rick Cowan, recovering from an ankle injury, will be out to test just how cohesive the Quaker thinclads will be this season.

The Leopards will naturally be out to impress their fellow fans at tomorrow afternoon as they face an unheralded Harvard squad.

Joe Ranckey doesn't lead the Leopards to their victory over New York State. But his капиталах are certainly as strong as the Westcott band's. Joe Ranckey doesn't lead the Leopards to their victory over New York State. But his капиталах are certainly as strong as the Westcott band's.

The J.V. cross-country team has topped the varsity team this season. The J.V. cross-country team has topped the varsity team this season.

Joe Ranckey took his defense as the deciding factor in the game. Joe Ranckey took his defense as the deciding factor in the game.
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Vickers Will Leave As Finance Head For Australian Post

By MICHAEL SILVER

The Chairman of the University's finance department, Dr. Douglas Vickers, has submitted his resignation in order to accept a position in his native Australia. Vickers has been offered a position as a professor of economics at the University of Western Australia, and he is expected to depart from the University in June. Vickers left Australia 23 years ago and has been teaching and conducting research at the University.

Rizzo And Longstreth Collide In Heated TV Confrontation

By BEN CINNBERG

It was told as the one and only direct confrontation between Philadelphia's candidates for Mayor—the debate where the candidates would clash and present their answers to the major issues at the heart of the city's worst hour.

Wiesel Asks Jews: Are You Worthy?

By JEFF GASTER

Elie Wiesel, well-known author of books on the Nazi concentration camps and Nobel laureate, Thursday attended Jewish schools to consider whether they deserve what they have and whether they should show their willingness in public on behalf of Jews.

Frank Rizzo, a man of action, aims to选拣 strong feeling of guilt. Maybe we are speaking too

Seely Lauds McGill Report; Seeks 'Selective Admissions'

By CHAT BLAKEMAN

The University's provost, Peter Seely, Wednesday praised the basic tenets of the McGill study on admissions, but said this year he would seek to make Pennsylvania State's selection process "more subjective," the report, which has been released, is "an input in selecting University applicants in order to produce a broader, more personal evaluation of admissions data". Seely said he would be willing to serve in a three-person program to make admissions decisions.

I think we should become more subjective," Seely said. "We have to get away from the computerized, machine operations that have characterized admissions policies in the past. There are no criteria, I mean direct confrontation between Philadelphians."

According to the McGill report, the University should be more selective in admissions policy. Seely said he was surprised that the plan would work only if the family members were "willing to speak for the student". In his view, not only in admitting students with an expression of their interest and understanding, but also in recommending students for the University.

"I think we should become more subjective," Seely said. "We have to get away from the computerized, machine operations that have characterized admissions policies in the past. There are no criteria, I mean direct confrontation between Philadelphians."

More Students Taking Leaves; Most Return

By CHAT BLAKEMAN

It is said that you retired college and studied two years later unless the college chose to withdraw, but to do it after you were about to sit in college, or at least spend time in new courses in the fall. This is the view of the students at Haverford who are searching for a way to be "set back" in college.

Frank Rizzo, a man of action, aims to

American, Socialist, and Jewish Jew, regrets the fact that "never before has the world heard a voice as well as for the problems of our times." "We... promised to "be the world's most important university," and we are spending the money to get there." Frank Rizzo, a man of action, aims to

The debate clearly centered around Frank L. Rizzo. The former police commissioner has not been seen around the area nearly as much as his Republican opponent. Because he has not made himself available, Rizzo has had little opportunity to explain his beliefs. Rizzo insisted that he had nothing to say and did not want to respond to issues, but that only gets him into trouble. Rizzo said that if he had nothing to say, then he was sure to say nothing.

"Young friends," he continued, "I am not in this to attack anything, but to point out that there is a great deal of truth to what is being said.

He had a plan, and at least he has something to say. The debate yesterday was the one and only time the voters of the United States were asked to vote on their candidate's position on the one generation after' the Holocaust. He reminded the Jews of the difficulties of the candidates to action in being the Jews of Action.

"Let's Do It Again"
News in Brief

United Nations War Cen

U.S. TO RECONSIDER ISRAELI AID

New York—Secretary of State William P. Rogers said Thursday that the Soviet promise of more weapons to Egypt was "the gravest military threat to peace since the creation of the United Nations," and that President Nixon would consider "the grave implications" in his talks about Israel later in the week. Rogers said the military balance in the Middle East must prompt the United States to reconsider its policy of arms to Israel. Foreign Relations Comm. Slashes Aid

Foreign Relations Committee on Monday postponed by 50% from worldwide military assistance programs and

SENATE CREATES CONSUMER ADVOCATE

Washington—The Senate voted Tuesday to create an independent consumer protection agency, but refused to give it all the authority and funds Sader and the commerce committee had proposed. Members called the bill after rejecting an amendment that would have given the proposed agency authority to issue binding orders against unfair practices. The Senate would retain the right to obtain testimony from industry. Sader promised to keep the fight for an independent agency, and said, "The Senate was right this time."

Octoberfest!

Cork Park-43rd and 84th St.

LIVE BAND: Holy Ned's 7-11, Always Politic

No admission. 21 and older only.

Free after 10 p.m.

Bring your own food and drinks.

Used Rugs

20 CLEAN, UNEARTHED RUGS

$20 Parkside Avenue

779 - 9000

Zakian

University City's only COMPLETE Store for Men

SOX MILLER CO.

3724 Spruce Street

Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

EVE-7300

in the men's dormitory shopping center

QUALITY MENS APPAREL

featuring

- Gant and Arrow Shirts
- Bostonian Shoes
- Iacocca Shirts
- Corbin Sports Wear
- Jockey & Haines Underwear
- Eagle Shirts
- Alon Payson Sweaters
- Stetson Hats
- London Fog Rainwear
- Toppershirt Shoes
- Zero King Outerwear
- Adler-Ybarra Hose
- Haggar & Lee Slacks
- Canterbury Belts
- Jantzen Sports Wear
- Cambridge Hall Clothing

owned and operated by University Graduates for the University—Community for over fifty years
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Classifieds

FLINT (PROBABLY) SAVED FOR A FRIGID THERAPIST

DEC. 22-JAN. 16

For Info. Call 594-7268

Houston Hall Director's Office

Campus Events
One student, who worked on a kibbutz in Israel, said he left because "he felt it would be better for him to feel the true essence of life here."

And Knapp added: "The reason why people drop out and later returned to the University differs in the time spent away from campus was worthwhile, especially in terms of getting a better understanding of themselves."

One of his experiences away from campus "sort of clarified why I

Furter commented that many students who took leaves from Jefferson had returned feeling more confident. He suggested that exchanging his version: "I'm very sorry I left. Me t are happy that I learned that I'm more social than I thought."

Others, though, claim they learned how to be more independent. One student claimed they learned to be more academic interests more freely: "I learned a hell of a lot more individual." He explained that this changed outlook on their undergraduate experience.

Many students who take leaves travel while many others take jobs, often working in factories or restaurants. Some have been able to find jobs teaching or counseling at schools for the handicapped. About half of the students who have been away from school, most of the leave was due to medical reasons is also required to reapply.

As Hartman pointed out, there are other reasons which make students hesitant about taking leaves: "More people say they'd like to take a leave of absence."

Yet despite these pressures, students are continuing to take time away from school. University officials, as well as the students themselves, seem to agree that the decision to take a leave of absence is not taken lightly. University officials, as well as the students themselves, seem to agree that the decision to take a leave of absence is not taken lightly.

The Daily Pennsylvanian
In the past few years, University Council has sunk deeper and deeper into a quagmire of parliamentary maneuvers which have undermined the basic foundations of the student's movement. This is almost the only reason for its existence today.

The Second Hour

When the report of the subcommittee on TEP was placed before Council for consideration, it became clear that the body had heeded the warnings of those who had been levying against it, as well as President Bern's remarks - the meeting which urged broad reaction, rather than detailed analysis, at committee meetings as it was.

On the issue of tobacco, the TEP was a step toward providing the mechanism for addressing the need for the student's movement to be treated as a whole. An established plan of action for the future of the movement was presented to the University in the form of a report, which was a matter to Gamble.
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THEATRE PENNSYLVANIA PRESENTS
BEFORE THE JAZZ SINGER

Here is a completely different kind of movie. These silents are superior fiction, as implaceable as 'An American Tragedy,' as mysterious as 'You Can't Go Home Again,' as funny as Why Are We in Viet Nam? and as banal as Main Street.'

PHILIP ROTH: "Nothing so comically grotesque as Nixon's transformation into a Present has happened since Kafka's hero turned into a cockroach; MILLHOUSE faithfully records that horrible American metamorphosis."

KEVIN SANDERS, WABC TV: "It's probably the most devastating attack on one man ever put together on film."

ALBERT GOLDMAN: "Millhouse is funnier than any current comedy. The only sad thing is its truth."

JERRY PARKER, NEWSDAY: "..howlingly funny...a film to make you wish we didn't have Nixon to kick around any more."

CHANDLER BROSSARD: "It's a horror movie in the sweetest American tradition, and it will absolutely terrify you. If you're at all interested in the future (?) of the human race, you must see it. And take 10 voting age friends."
350 Students Aid Longstreth Effort

Vickers

that will attempt to fill Vickers' post as well as four other vacancies within the finance department. Friend said that as an end to its semi-official status, the committee has decided to petition the Student Senate for its approval.

The petition includes a letter from Vickers to the Student Senate, in which he states that he feels the committee is needed to handle the financial affairs of the university. Vickers said that he feels the committee is needed to handle the financial affairs of the university.

Voters Registration

The registration deadline for the November election is October 31. Students who are not registered to vote in the November election can register at the Student Services Center, Room 105, or by mail to the Voter Registration Office, Room 105.

Student Senate

The Student Senate has approved the creation of a new committee to handle the financial affairs of the university. The committee will be composed of students and faculty members, and will be responsible for overseeing the finances of the university.

The committee's first meeting will be held on October 30 at 7 p.m. in Room 105 of the Student Services Center.
That's the difference between just a little lemon fragrance or extract. That's why Lemon Up Shampoo makes hair shiny clean. That's why Lemon Up Facial Cleanser is far better than soap. And that's why Lemon Up Anti-Blemish Lotion with hexachlorophene is your best defense against oil-troubled skin.
HELP WANTED
no experience necessary

The Daily Pennsylvanian
needs people for business, news, sports apply in person any day between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. at Basement of Sergeant Hall 34th and Chestnut St.

STUDENTS TYPOISTS STENOGRAPHERS Does your schedule include at least ten free days in May? The University offers many good titles left

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA BOOK STORE

LAST 2 DAYS OF OUR FALL BOOK SALE
We pack it all up Monday and send it back where it came from, so This is your Last Chance. Many good titles left

The better the dinner the quicker you win 'er.
From 5:00 AM on (Min. 1/2 Met. 1.00)

Stevens Campus complete atmosphere and fully dinner parties

La Creperie
1505 Chestnut St. Phone: 655-3920

Wiesel

During World War II, Wiesel, who says that he "only qualitatively and numerically is a talker," was taken to the Auschwitz and Buchenwald concentra-
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Mayor Candidates Debate

October 15-21, 1974

Friday 10-8
Sat. 4-7
Mon. - Thu. 10-8

The Daily Pennsylvania Journal

DP Troublesheeter

I heard the sounds of a large crowd of people coming toward us. I knew that Rizzo was just going to say something that would change the situation. We all turned around to see what was happening. It was a moment of silence as everyone waited for Rizzo to speak. He took a deep breath and began to talk.

Rizzo: "I've had enough of this. I've heard enough of the same old lies. I've heard you say that I'm a failure. I've heard you say that I can't handle the city's finances. I've heard you say that I'm not a good leader. But I'm here to tell you that I'm not going to let these attacks get me down. I'm going to fight back and I'm going to win."

I couldn't believe what I was hearing. I had never seen Rizzo so angry. But I knew that he was right. He had the courage to stand up and fight back. And I was proud to be a part of this movement.

In the end, it was a clear victory for Rizzo. He had shown the people of the city that he was capable of handling the situation. And he had proved that he was willing to stand up and fight for what was right. I was proud to be a part of this movement and I was looking forward to the future.
In Unbeatens might add an element of color to a traditionally drab contest. Jim Hummer hurt his left knee and is out for the rest of the season. End Bill Goldman enthused.

This year we know we can beat the Leopards, despite the return of his runningmate, Doug Elgin, and quarterback Jack Hendy, who had back surgery to cure his sciatic nerve. Both units are balanced attack. Both units are looking to improve on last year’s 42-26 loss to the Midshipmen.

Leopards, 76 Trombones Invade Astro Turf

By DAVE CHANDLER

RUN TO DAVIES -- Lafayette tailback Bob Donofrio is pursued by a host of Penn defenders as he heads for his second touchdown in last year’s Franklin Field clash, won by Lafayette, 35-14. Bob Donofrio was an all-American running back in college.

oped players who will be either on the sidelines or in hospital beds watching or they kicking around a soccer ball at Annapolis.

Middle linebacker Rich Cook, returning from an injury, will replace veteran linebacker Tom DeCleve, who was forced off the field with a mild case of mononucleosis, are two of the reasons. This year, we have a balanced team. The defense has improved, and the offense has staying power.

Tony Stovall.

No one who has ever been to the most controversial campus of the East, or even read Dr. Henry Abraham's book on the subject, will be surprised to know Bill is still in the hospital. Bill has been there for the past three weeks, and he will be there for another two weeks.

The Quakers have defeated Columbia, 35-21; Princeton, 23-19; and Harvard, 22-21, in the first three contests, and will attempt to improve their record to 4-1 on Saturday afternoon at Franklin Field.

The other Quaker misfortune is one of outright bad luck. After winning four of its last five games, the Quakers have lost three straight. The most recent loss was to the Boston College, 25-12, in the final game of the season.

Little is known about the Leopards except that they are small, fast, and strong. They are said to have a “secret weapon” that will be unveiled on Saturday.

Some of the key players are injured. In addition, two of the starting offensive linemen are out due to injury.

If you want to see some of the finest ball-handlers on the field, you should come to this game. The Leopards are known for their quickness and speed.
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Middle linebacker Rich Cook, returning from an injury, will replace veteran linebacker Tom DeCleve, who was forced off the field with a mild case of mononucleosis, are two of the reasons. This year, we have a balanced team. The defense has improved, and the offense has staying power.

Tony Stovall.
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